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Hyde Park Art Center Project Name 

Owner 
Hyde Park Art Center 

Location Chicago' IL 

Project Use(s) Contemporary Art and Community Center 

Project Size 32 , 000 square feet Total Development Cost $ 5 . 1 m i 11 ion 

Annual Operating Budget (if aopropriate) $1,431, 000 

Date Initiated 4 I 1 I 0 5 Percent Completed by December 1 2006 9 9% 

Project Completion Date (if appropriate) 5123106 

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates 

Application submitted by: 

Name 
Chuc k Thurow Title Executive Director 

Or anization 
Hyde Park Art Center 

Address 5020 S . Cornell Ave. City/State/Zip Chicago, I L 60615 

Telephone (7 7 3 ) 3 2 4- 55 2 0 ext . 1 0 01 Fax ( 7 7 3 ) 3 2 4- 6 6 4 1 

E-mail cthurow@hydepa r kart . org Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 7 7 3- 7 9 3- 8 4 6 8 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

312-744-8923 Publ icAgencies Dept . of Cultural Affai rs Lois Weisberg 

Architect/Designer Garofalo Architects Doug Garofalo 

Develo er 

773-975-2069 
doug@garofaloarchitects . com 

Professional Consultant Michael Levine 773-834-0419 mlevine@mcdma il . uchicago . edu 

Communi 

Other 

City of Chicago 
4th Ward Ton i Preckwinkle 

Un i versity of Chicago 
Office of Community Affai rs Hank Webber 

773-536-8103 

773-702-3627 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 
)( Direct Mailing _Magazine Advertisement Previous RBA entrant 
_ Professional Onl ine Notice Previous Selection Committee member 

Organization Bruner/Loeb Forum _ Other (please speci fy) -------------------

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to 
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has fu ll power and authority to 
submit the appl" nd all attached aterials and to grant these rights and permissions. 
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ABSTRACT 

';)lease answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
mswers to all questions \should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Pro"ectName Hyde Park Art Center· 

Address 5020 S. Cornell Ave. City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60615 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

They Hyde Park Art Center, a contemporary visual arts exhibiti~n and ed~cational 
space in Chicago since 1939, used a facility project to transform Itself and 1~ . 
neighborhood into a hub for creative interaction. It rehabbed a former Umvers1ty of 
Chicago warehouse building on the south side of Chicago, creating a welcoming space 
where diverse people who otherwise would not, "transcend ... social and political and 
professional identities to connect with people unlike [them]selves." 1 Beyond this social 
goal, the Art Center wanted to design a new kind of creative institution that goes 
beyond exhibiting and teaching art to challenge artists to work in new ways, and 
stimulate creativity at all levels. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award far Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

The Hyde Park Art Center's facility project is a model for how innovative design can 
directly address urban issues. The project has revitalized its urban environment by 
transforming an unused warehouse building set amidst a mixed-income, densely 
populated, residential neighborhood into a mecca for creative activity and social 
interaction, providing a gathering space for neighbors, artists, and community members 
across the south side. The project team took a thoughtful and innovative approach to 
the development process by actively including the Center's diverse constituents in the 
creation of the programmatic vision which directly informed the architectural design. 
The result is a facility that not only demonstrates award-winning design excellence, but 
one that actualizes the Center's vision of being an open, welcoming, accessible space 
that continually challenges artists to work in new and creative ways. The building truly 
stimulates social interaction and creative thought and production. Community members 
continually enter the space who otherwise would not consider a contemporary art 
center "for them." Finally, the Center demonstrates a uniquely successful example of 
how an institution can deliberately address the increasingly disparate nature of urban 
communities with arts and culture, and more importantly, creativity. 

1 
Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New 

York, 2000). 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, significant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

The Hyde Park Art Center values creativity and the arts as a solution to the disintegrating social fabric of urban 
America. Robert Putnam identified this problem in his book, Bowling Alone, in which he sets an agenda for 
rebuilding our social capital, the connective tissue in American communities, arguing that arts and culture are 
particularly effective for creating the all-important bridging networks that enable us to "transcend our social ana 
political and professional identities to connect with people unlike ourselves." 

The Hyde Park Art Center was founded in 1939 with the mission to stimulate and sustain the visual arts in 
Chicago. Upon its founding, the Center's first director proclaimed that "art should be found wherever people 
work and live." Since that time, the Center has found ways within its changing urban environment to continue to 
fulfill that goal. The Center's recent facility project was intended to energize its community, which though one of 
the most diverse in the. city still has very distinct social boundaries, by providing a welcoming space for creative 
though~ production, and interaction that would bring diverse residents, artists, and institutions from across the 
city to interact in interesting ways. This hub of creativity has indeed become a place of social cohesion and 
creative energy. 

With this project, the Art Center has transformed itself from a small, limiting exhibition and teaching facility, to a 
living and breathing space for creativity and social interaction. With this transition has come increased facility and 
staffing costs, a greater financial responsibility, and therefore reduced flexibility of programming. In other words, 
the Center is tied to raising a certain amount of money regardless of the expense of programming output. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban context. 

The Art Center is a hub for diverse and creative interactions. It has transformed the Center from a service 
provider, to a community builder. Suddenly} all of its diverse constituents: artists, collectors, students, teachers, 
families, and particularly south side residents congregate around the Center as a destination for creative activity 
and interaction. 

This phenomenon has tremendous impact on the community. While Hyde Park offers a melting pot of 
socioeconomic backgrounds, racial and ethnic backgrounds, and ages (in contrast to most neighborhoods in 
Chicago), community members often report a perceived segregation within it. Having such a space within it helps 
rebuild the social fabric of the community, while drawing people from across the city to Hyde Park. Replacing an 

· unused warehouse building the Center has created both a physical and programmatic social network and fabric for 
the city. The impact is demonstrated most graphically by the sheer number of people who have used the space 
since it opened in April-over 30,000 people from across the city have used the Center in the past eight months. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION ;coNr'o) 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. 

The Art Center's board of directors began by creating a long-term strategic plan outlining its programmatic vision 
and need for a new facility in order to reach its objectives. It then began looking for a site, formed a relationship 
with the University of Chicago, and launched the negotiation for the use of its old printing plant. The board 
commissioned a feasibility study for the project, assembled a Facilities Committee to lead the construction 
process, and a Capital Campaign Committee to lead the fundraising and institutional development that would be 
necessary. Throughout the project, the Center actively engaged its consticu·ents and members of the community 
in the planning process. Teaching artists and administrators at other institutions informed the design of the studio 
spaces; artists informed the design of the gallery spaces; and sister arts organizations and community groups 
informed the creation of a community resource center. This process had the dual purpose of creating a facility 
built around the Center's programmatic vision, as well as generating enthusiasm about the project and creating a 
sense of ownership among its constituents. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sour~es and square foot costs where applicable. 

The construction costs ultimately totaled $5.1 million, averaging $160 per square foot. The Center initiated a $5 
million Capital Campaign for the facility costs, which grew to $6 million that included not only the cost of 
construction, but staffing costs and a reserve fund to help augment the operating budget during its transition 
period. Of that $6 million, $3.6 million came from individuals ($2.4 million from the board of directors itself that 
represented "stretch" gifts from every member), $720,000 from private foundations, $1 million from the City of 
Chicago, $400,000 from the State of Illinois, $1 05,000 from corporations, and $175,000 from institutional funds 
and investment income. Because the Center accepted pledges through 2008 for its capital campaign gifts. it also 
secured two bridge loans from the Illinois Facilities Fund and the Local Initiatives Support C::orporation, totaling 
$1.75 million, in order to bridge the gap between the construction expenses and Capital Campaign revenues, 
which are being given over time. 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? 

The Hyde Park Art Center is a unique, but adaptable model for how cultural institutions can engage and revitalize 
c~mmu~ities. In pan:icular, it provides the interesting combination of an experimental contemporary art venue 
With reg1onal and national draw and the accessibility generally associated with a neighborhood organization. It 
engages families from low-income miighborhoods across Chicago's South Side (families that would not otherwise 
have access to such art and art-making opportunities) and simultaneously connects them to a vibrant arts 
community that spans practically every neighborhood in the city and most of its suburbs. 
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This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name Toni Preckwinkle Title Alderman 

Organizatian4th Ward, City of Chicago Telephone ( 773) 536-8103 

Address 4659 S. Cottage Grove, Ste. 206 City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60653 

Fax ( 773) 536-7296 E-mail 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant ~ese rights and ermissions. 

Si nature 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

The Hyde Park Art Center's new facility is located in my ward, and I have been involved in the 
planning of the project from the beginning. I realized early on the importance of such a project and 
its potential for my community. Because of this, I found it easy to present the Center's plans and 
vision to the neighborhood residents. Also, knowing that such a project is incredibly hard to make 
succeed without public support, I led the effort to award $1 million of city funds to the Art Center's 
Capital Campaign. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

The immediate residential neighborhood surrounding the Hyde Park Art Center is one of the densest 
areas of my ward. I anticipated major concerns around increased traffic, parking issues, and the 
acceptance of its unique digital fa~ade. These concerns were alleviated when a public hearing resulted 
in not a single complaint about the project-a rarity in,my career as an Alderman._ Another ongomg 
concern of mine, in terms of the community, was ensuring that the Art Center built a space where all 
of my diverse residents would be welcomed and feel comfortable. After eight months of its . 
operation, I feel that they have succeeded in not only attracting a diverse constituency, but promoting_ 

inclusiveness. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 

The most significant trade-off was my decision to allocate $1 million of. the city's capital money 
designated for my ward towards this project. Needless to say, other things in which I could have 
invested the money had to wait. Secondly, we had to work out a compromise with the city when 
zoning for the Center. I introduced a new legislation that allowed the Center to be zoned as a 
Planned Development, giving the neighbors assurance of the land's future use as well as giving the Art 
Center flexibility in the activities it conducted. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE <coNr'o) 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

This project has made the community as a better place to live and .work What was once an empty, 
stagnant warehouse is now a vibrant, colorful, and welcoming space that all can enjoy. The Center is 
open seven days a week, usually until 8:00pm in the evening and is free to the public. In addition, 
there is an enormous amount of free and low-cost programming where neighborhood residents can 
meet and socialize. The neighborhood has responded incredibly well to the Art Center. Anecdotally, 
one neighbor was found marveling outside his apartment in front of the Art Center at the fact that he 
could literally walk out his door and see art. Another has said how she has been looking forward to 
winter so that the leaves would no longer be blocking her view of the Center. 

I look forward to an even more vibrant hub when the cafe opens. Having a cafe in the building will 
provide a valuable oasis in an area of the Ward with limited food or retail options. 

5. Would you c~ange anything about this project or tl1e development process you went through? .. 

The MBEIWBE and city residency requirements were not met on this project. I would have liked the 
Center's leadership to have paid more attention to this important component of the project. 

/ .-
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This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency{ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or 
public approvals that affected this project. 

Name Lois Weisberg Title Commissioner 

Organization Dept. of Cultural Affairs Telephone ( 312 ) 744-8923 

Address 78 E. Washington St. City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60602 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attache materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

0 0 

1. What role did your agency play in the aevelopment of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

As the Commissioner for the Department of Cultural Affairs, I have been a personal advocate and 
advisor of the project from the start. In addition, my department has been a long-time Iunder of the 
Hyde Park Art Center through our City Arts program. Finally, my staff have been in close contact 
with the Art Center staff over the course of their planning to ensure that the Art Center's new 
programming did not duplicate any of the City's efforts at the same time it enhanced the cultural 
landscape of the city. The DCA does not impose requirements on such projects. The Department 
of Planning and Development administers the Planned Development process that was used by the 
Center. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project? How 
did your agency participate in making them? 

The Hyde Park Art Center has always been a treasure for the City's artistic community as a place 
that shows works by Chicago_ artists and offers classes for the general public. The facility project, 
howev.er, was Intended to InVIgorate the entire cultural cpmmunity by providing more opportunities 
for artists, for arts educators, and for those entities that support them. Chicago has a thriving artistic 
com.mumty, .and the Center's project was intended to enhance it even more while raising its national 
and 1~te~nat1onal profile. The Department of Cultural Affairs did not play a role in any of the 
neg~t1at1ons and compromiSes (of which there are always some) made over the course of the 
proJect. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT'o) 

3. Describe the project's impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. 

As intended, the Hyde Park Art Center's facility project has truly provided incredible energy to the 
cultural community. Instead of the five or six exhibitions it held annually in its old facility, it is now 
mounting twenty-five a year. The new facility also engages and challenges Chicago artists in new ways 
-particularly with its eighty-foot long projection fa~ade. We, along with organizations across the 
city, also have a new hub where artists, administrators and community can meet and exchane ideas. 
For example, we use the Art Center as a south side location to disseminate information about our 
Chicago Artists Resource project and our CAAP individual artist granting program and frequendy 
host workshops in its resource center. I know other organizations use the Center for similar 
purposes. Even more generally_ i~ is becoming a true meeting place where artists come because they 
not only know they will see interesting exhibitions, but they can spend time with other creative 
people. 

4. Did this project result in new models of publidprivate partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to 
agencies like yours in other cities? 

In terms of cultural affairs departments in other cities, this project is instructive in demonstrating the 
value of investing in worthy capital projects. While cultural institutions like the Hyde Park Art Center are 
recognized as being critical to vibrant and thriving cities, these are institutions that need public support 
for significant building projects. Specifically, an organization like the Art Center could not have carried 
debt, nor should it be expected to. The city's investment in the project was crucial, and the city is getting 
a very high return on its investment. Also, as discussed in the next answer, the Center is an excellent 
model of how an organization needs to ready itself for a facility. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

At the Department of Cultural Affairs, we receive many requests from small and mid-sized cultural 
institutions wanting a new, bigger, or their-own facility. We also see many of these attempts fail and 
render an institution unable to afford quality programming or unable to pay the bills. The Hyde Park Art 
Center has avoided all the usual pitfalls with such building projects. The project team invested in all the 
groundwork ahead of time: building its board, building its support base, generating enthusiasm from wide 
sectors of the city, and honing its vision. This work paid off and is now a model for other institutions 
wanting to embark on a similar journey. From the perspective of the Cultural Affairs Department, I 
cannot think of anything they should have done better. 
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This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project. providing design, planning, legal, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other professionals if desired. 

'-Name Mike Levine Title Chief Development Officer 

Organization Uni v .· of Chicago Hospitals ·Telephone ( 773 ) 834-0419 

Address 5625 s. Kenwood Ave. City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60637 

Fax ( 773) 702 1670 E-mail mlevine@mcdmail.uchicago.edu 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature ·"4:: Ci21~ 
1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 

I was the consultant to the Art Center's Executive Director, Chuck Thurow, and 
board of directors for its Capital Campaign. The original campaign goal was 
$5 million. Initially, I had concerns about such a small organization with 
little fundraising background undertaking such a project. Ultimately, I was 
duly impressed by the Executive Director, his ability to recruit a talented 
Director of Development, and the synergy between board and staff that led to 
the Center's raising $6 million. 

.. 

3. Describe the project's impact on its communitY. Please be as specific as possible. 

I've been a Hyde Park resident for the past 30 years and have always seen the 
Hyde Park Art Center as an asset to the community. Since it's been in its 
new space, h()Wever1 .its impact is much greater. It connects Hyde Park with 
otJ;ler .parts of· th'e city, bringing people from surrounding communi ties to the 
ne1ghborhood at the.same time it gives local residents access to citywide 
resources. Further, people are simply more aware of the Center and its 
programs. It is ~he place to be for anyone. wanting creative activity~> r 
hear~ on7 co~mun1~y member.say that the Hyde Park Art center is one of only 
two.1nst1t~t1ons 1n the ne1ghborhood in which all of our community's diverse 
res1dents 1nteract. 

.· 



PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (coNr'Dl 

4. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

The project demonstrates clear lessons to others in the development profession. The first is to 
maintain focus on the programmatic vision and its role in the community throughout the campaign. 
Second, the Center provides a model for how an organization can transform its fundraising and 
management paradigm. Others have already learned from the Art Center's experience, as I have 
been using the project as an example in the classroom at the Graham School on Continuing 
Education in non-profit management. The class, attended by Executive Directors of non-profits, 
benefits from the Art Center's experience and success in using its Capital Campaign to energize its 
board of directors, the philanthropic community, and even more importantly, the community at-large. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

In terms of fund raising, raising the sights of giving by board members and others in the philantflropic 
community was a major suc~ess. The Center went from being supported by a small circle of givers 
for several decades, to being a destination for charitable giving. Second, the project y.oas also 
extraordinarily successful in recruiting support from an incredibly broad spectrum of constituents. 
The Art Center had more than 500 contributors to the Capital Campaign, a much higher than 
average proportion for the size of its campaign. This is indicative of the breadth of community 
support and involvement and the ownership the community. took of the project. This support is seen 
today in the numbers of people who are Continuing to use the Center, and contribute to its success. 

·The least successful aspect of the project was its inability to meet its corporate giving goals. This is a 
difficult task for any organization and I am working with the Art Center to continue to develop its 
relationships with this sector. 
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This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other design professional's if desired. 

Name Doug Garofalo Title Principal 

Organization Doug Garofalo Architects Telephone (773 ) 975-2069 

Address 3 7 52 N .. Ashland Ave. City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60613 

Fax ( 773) 975 3005 E-mail doug@garofa loarchi tects. com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application an I ttached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 
HPAC.relocated and expanded to an existing two-story masonry structure, formerly used by the University of 
Chicago Press. Given the rather mundane structure, the architectural modification~ were intended to offer a 
strong identity visible from both street and nearby commuter rails, perforate the building with natural light, and 
provide a 'digital fa~ade' for artists to experiment with. More importandy, this inhabitable fa~ade, along with an 
adjacent forecourt are conceived to extend the center's mission by energizing the street in a variety of ways. 
The digital fa~ade has been developed as an experimental electronic space, made of glass and steel, and equipped 
with an integrated system of digital projection screens, scrims, and shades that allow for many alternative forms of 
electronic art. Using this system, the building becomes a device through which artists will be able to create works 
that are site specific and engaged with public space, both interior and exterior. There is also the possibility, 
through recently developed satellite digital cinema, that various works may be transmitted to the"fa~ade and gallery 
from other parts of the world. 

The design has been recognized for it excellence. The project was selected by Architectural Record magazine as 
one of "Ten to Watch." It was also designed to achieve LEED Silver certification, and was awarded a I OOK grant 
by the Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation for implementing innovative energy efficient measures. These 
include basic building functions, but also some more unusual systems, such as an energy-reclamation system for kiln 
exhausts. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The Hyde Park Art Center has historically served a diverse audience of artists, collectors, patr~ns, educato~s, 
community members, students, and low-income families across the South Side. The Board of D1rect~rs enviSioned 
its new facility not only as a welcoming place in which all of these people felt comfortable, but mer~ 1mportan~ly, as 
a space that would bring these diverse constituents together t.o interact and learn from ~~ch othe~ ~n l~terestmg 
and provocative ways. To accomplish this goal, Garofalo Architects used the concept of permeab1hty. Just as the 
entire front of the building can be opened so that the normally solid walls can be "transgressed," the interior of 
building has a series of framed openings, glass walls and vistas so that the full range of program activities are visible 
at any point. Even the administrative offices are given the feel of a "public space" in which anyone is welcomed to 
enter. This interior layout is one of the clear successes of the design. CasuaiNisitors have expressed over a~d over 
again a kind of "oh, wow" experience of wanting to becqme a part of the activities and be involved - not satisfied 

with just the traditional exhibition viewing. · 
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. 

The most obvious challenge was the budget, though something the center has been adept at: raising funds. All 
monies, for constructi.on and for operating expenses years into the future were raised during the design process. 
The other aspect here was our idea that the digital facade would be a problem for the neighborhood; but the 
project team proactively involved the community and the Art Center's constituents in the planning and design of 
the building. It hosted planning sessions that informed the design of the facility with artists, teaching artists, families 
an_d parents, curators, leaders of community-based organizations as well as general community members. The 
success of this involvement was most graphically shown at the official community hearings held by Alderman 
Preckwinkle. Alter one such meeting, there was such enthusiasm for the new Art Center that the Alderman 
remarked that it was first time she had held a community meeting without a single dissent. 

4. Describe the ways in which the project relates to its urban context. 

· d · · hb hood composed primarily of high-rise 
The new Hyde Park Art Center is s~t i~ a ml~the -mcomednelg r~and this immediate neighborhood is devoid of 
apartments and condominiums. Wh1\e nch WI surroun 10g pa • 

public or cultural institutions. · h t. c ssible transparent, and un-intimidating. The 
The architecture radically alters that condition with a sp~ceh t a IS hac ~aza ~d the main gallery into a public festival 
front fa~ade includes five coiling doors that when olpene c ban~e t t~ p spa:e that otherwise would not be likely to 
space. On a daily basis, the open doors draw casua passe~soJ~:~~on e second-story projection and art fa~de 
enter. In addition, the signature architectural elemehnt, ani d h stedglarge scale digital works, performances and a 

. f I Th" I rm of public art as a rea y o. - . , d creates pr1de o p ace. IS new 0 d b f' ( ther neighborhood first) that IS also des1gne 
· 11 • S this will be complemente y a ca e ano 

cut-paper msta atlon .. oon , b hood whose revious public life was the movement between the 
as a commumty gathenng place. In a bne~gldh or there is ~n exciting constantly changing environment that 
parking lot and the elevator of ones Ul • 1n~ now . • 
stimulates a new street life and commumty mteracnon. 
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Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
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provided on the original form. 
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Organization University of Chicago Telephone ( 7 7 3 ) 7 0 2 - 3 6 2 7 
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The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application an all attafhed materials and to grant these rights and permiss1ons. 

Si nature -..; ~ 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

The University of Chicago owns the building that the Hyde Park Art Center now occupies. W e gave 
the former printing plant to the Center via a long-term, rent-free lease. Our office also provided 
long-term planning guidance through the creation of a I 0-year plan, and evaluates University and Art 
Center collaborations on an annual basis. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as poss1ble. 

This project has tremendously impacted the immediate community as well the south side generally. 
The Center is making a major contribution to the cultural energy here on the south side. Its 
openness to collaboration and creative partnerships of all kinds is a magnet for both creative people 
and institutions: from the smallest, informal knitting circle to the Humanities Division at the 
University of Chicago. They see the Art Center as their partner, home, and resource. Through its 
collaborations, the Center similarly has created a south side presence for such cultural institutions 
from across the City as the Art Institute of Chicago, Columbia College, and Links Hall. The vitality of 
such programming enhances the University community as well as the community at-large .. 



OTHER PERSPECTIVE {coNro; 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

The University had to relinquish not only its own use of the building. but also the value of the land. 
The land could have been sold for commercial development for a seven figure financial gain to the 
University. Universities do not easily relinquish property, but in this case, we felt the Art Center 
provided a uniquely valuable use, which would contribute greatly to the vitality of our community. 

During the negotiation of the contract, the Art Center and the University agreed that the University 
could retain approximately 25% of the building's space. This compromise has ultimately been a win
win for both parties. The University decided to build out its space as artist studios. The University is 
now able to provide studio space for its visual arts faculty, as well as is launching a collaborative artist 
residency program between the University and the Hyde Park Art Center. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The sheer draw and appeal of the Center and its programs has been a tremendous success. We see 
its dynamic programming and space as value added to how we attract both the best students and 
faculty to the University. Transportation between the campus and the Center is one aspect of the 
project that still needs refinement. While the Center is easily accessible from the center of the city, 
the transportation for the two miles between the University and the Art Center is more complicated. 
However, given the sheer number of community-based projects with which I have been involved over 
the years, I truly can say that this one has no obvious flaws on which to report. 



NIGHT VIEW OF DIGITAL FACADE W / FIRST INSTALLATION BY INIGO MANGLANO-OVAllE 
HYDE PARK ART CENTER 

GAROFAlO ARCHITECTS 
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TWO VIEWS OF FACADE, FIRST AND SECOND INSTALLATIONS 

HYDE PARK ART CENTER 
GAROFALO ARCHITECTS 



30-07 

INTERIOR VIEWS OF MAIN GALLERY FROM WALKWAY BEHIND DIGITAL FACADE 

HYDE PARK AT CENTER 
GAROFALO ARCHITECTS 



EXTERIOR VIEW DURING SECOND EXHIBIT; All 

DOORS OPEN, DURING COMMUNITY BARBECUE 

INTERIOR VIEW DURING SECOND EXHIBIT 

COMMUNITY BARBECUE 

HYDE PARK ART CENTER 
GAROFALO ARCHITECTS 
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Hyde ParkARTCENTER 
Grand Opening Ribbon Cutting Ceremony 

April 22, 2006 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF WALKWAY BEHIND NEW FACADE AT SECOND EXHIBIT 
INTERIOR VIEW OF MAIN STAIR 

HYDE PARK ART CENTER 
GAROFALO ARCHITECTS 
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